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New Members
On behalf of the committee and existing members I’d like to welcome the following
new members who have joined since the last appearance of this column in June.
John Caruana
Richard Baggott
Jan Howard-Williams
Danny Conyngham
Leigh Collins
Sarah Kinsella
Gemma Sansom
Emily Waddilove
Laura Howley
Jacob Patterson
Tracy Lenthall
Francesca Thomas
Izabel Grindel
Rashmi Pandya
Chloe Buck
Elle Horman
Martin Powell

Caroline Thompson
Sue Bridger
Amy Sullivan
Anthony Baron
Tom Greenwood
Paul Mason
Paul Sykes
Kieran Desmond
Matthew Kossatz
Matthew Pull
Helen Olivares
Amber Demetrius
Jane Mckenna
Caroline Wickson
Joe Tong
Harry Horsman
Charlotte Stockley

Bonnie Whang
Jo Green
Jacky Balfour
Margaret Beaumont
Brigid Hibberd
Andy Routledge
Freya Thomson
Lindsey Doy
Alice Patterson
Fiona Hartley
Stephen Penpraze
Malcom Fletcher
Victoria Palmieri
Elizabeth Herring
Nigel Harris
Mike Lapworth
Harry Tivnen

Next Stragmag
The next StragMag will be available at the Hawker Centre from
Thursday November 28th 2012.
The deadline for submissions will be Thursday November 14th. email
me at stragmag@stragglers.org
Front Cover: The V60 Teams at the South Of England Relays in Aldershot.
Back Cover: On holiday in Saint Omer
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The Stragglers Handicap is Back: Q & A
Following last month’s news that the Stragglers Handicap will return in 2014
(in a slightly modified format), the positive response has been such that it has
been decided to go ahead with the ‘test event’ in Nov. 2013, to check that the
proposed format and handicapping system work ok. This will allow for any
necessary ‘tweaks’ to be made prior to the series proper commencing in
February 2014.
When will it take place? The ‘test run’ will take place on 28th November 2013
(the final Thursday in November) with the four events of the 2014 series taking
place on the final Thursdays in February, May, August and November 2014.
What is the distance? The revised course has been measured at 4.997 kms, but
this can be extended to an exact 5.0 kms by moving the start line back a few
metres.
What is the course? Those familiar with the previous Stragglers Handicap
course will know it – the new course is identical to the old, except that it turns
right from Dysart Avenue into Lammas Road rather than continuing on to
Burnell Avenue, thus reducing the course distance from 5.17 kms to 4.997 kms.
For those unfamiliar with the course or the street names, a course map has
been compiled. As with the club 10k Championship race, a ‘route
familiarisation run’ will take place on a couple of Thursday evenings prior to the
test event, to give participants a chance to learn the course, or to re-acquaint
themselves with it – Note: there will be NO marshals or signposts on the course
during the Handicap – it is each runner’s responsibility to know the course.

How will the handicaps be decided? As the course is over a measured 5 kms, a
runner’s most recent parkrun time can be used to establish their handicap,
using forty minutes as a baseline, and divided into 15-second increments, as
with the old Handicap. For example, if the slowest runner on the day had a
parkrun time of 36 mins 10 secs, they would start when the clock showed 3
mins 45 secs, and if the fastest runner on the night had a parkrun time of 17
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mins 25 secs, they would start when the clock showed 22 mins 30 secs. If any
participant had never taken part in a parkrun, the same process would be used
as with the old Handicap – a nominal time will be given, and the runner’s time
on the night will be used to establish their handicap for subsequent runs.
How will this be policed? It is hoped that a laptop will be available at
registration, on which people’s parkrun records can be checked (this will be
dependent upon the time available for registering runners). Failing this, it will
be on trust that everyone will submit their current/most recent parkrun time (if
known) - if it’s out by a few seconds, it won’t be the end of anyone’s world, but as
my school Physics master used to say at exam time: “You’re welcome to cheat –
but you’re only cheating yourself.”
How will runners register? As with the old Handicap, it will simply be a case of
‘turn up and register on the night’. There is no fee involved, and no sponsors, so
therefore no prizes either. If a laptop is available on the night, runners can first
visit this to check their parkrun time (if they don’t already know it), and can
then visit a separate table to register their name and be given the appropriate
handicap time, which will be recorded on the startlist. Unlike the old Handicap,
runners will not wear race numbers - this is not defined as a ‘race’, but simply
as a running event.
What happens at the start? As with the old Handicap, the clock will start at
zero, and the first runner to start will be the entrant with the slowest current
parkrun time (anyone over 40 minutes will start at ‘zero’). Each runner’s name
will be called out as their start time approaches - it is the responsibility of each
runner to be on the start line ready to go at the time they were given at
registration.
What happens at the finish? At the finish line, runners will be handed a token exactly as happens at parkrun – and (once recovered) they will be directed to a
pad containing a chart, where they will enter their name alongside the number
of the token they have been given, and deposit said token in the adjacent tin
(this mimics the original 2004 parkrun method of registration).
What’s in it for me? As mentioned above, there are no prizes for this event,
though at the end of the season, the Committee could possibly decide to make
an award of some sort to the person with the best overall performance in the
series, but in the meantime, it’s simply an opportunity to take part in a
different kind of event; a chance to run alongside club colleagues with whom
you may not usually share a run and (as I found when taking part), a chance to
improve your 5k time!
It will be good to see as many Stragglers (and guests!) as possible for the first
running of the new Stragglers Handicap on 28th November 2013, so the format
can be tested as fully as possible. Tell everyone about it!

Ian
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Straggs Diary
Date Event

Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb

Contact / Notes

9th Mens Surrey League Event 2

Wimbledo n Co mmo n 3pm

9th Aw ards Ev ening

Wych Elm, see Ro y to o rder fo o d.

14th Charity Auction
16th Ellis Cup/Dy sart Trophy
23rd South of the Thames 5 Mile

Streatham

28th Stragglers Handicap Test Event

See P ages 3 & 4

7th Ladies Surrey League Event 2

Co ulsdo n 12pm

7th Christmas Party

Cabbage P atch, Twickenham

21st South of Thames 7.5Mile

Wimbledo n

11th Ladies Surrey League Event 3

Wimbledo n Co mmo n 12pm

11th Mens Surrey League Event 3

Reigate P rio ry 2.30pm

25th Southerns

P arliament Hill
Ladies: 2.05pm, M en: 2.50pm

8th Ladies Surrey League Event 4

Llo yd P ark 12pm

8th Mens Surrey League Event 4

Llo yd P ark 3pm

Race information given is accurate to the best of our knowledge, but you are strongly advised to check
details with the race organisers before travelling or making other arrangements.
Italicised Events for the Stragglers Championships and the Underlined Events form the Surrey League. See
Roy or Carys for further details. Roy and Carys also maintain email distribution lists and they send out
regular updates regarding upcoming races and events. If you’d like to be added to their lists please contact
them.
Note, if you enter a race as a Straggler it is important that :
•
You are a paid up member of the club. Don’t forget, your subs are due every April 1st.
•
You enter the club name on the entry form as “The Stragglers”.
•
You wear club kit.
It has been know for us to miss some team awards because these points were not properly observed.

South of England Road Relays
U13 Girls - 22nd Sept
Time
28.08
8.51
9.52
9.30

South of England Road Relays
U13 Boys - 22nd Sept

Name

Time

Name

Freya Thomson
Laura Howley
Alice Patterson

48.20
10.57
13.16
12.44
11.23

Matthew Kossatz
Jacob Patterson
Sam Freedman
Joseph Buckingham
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This months tip (... continued from last month)

Sequencing Dysfunction
This is one I seem to be thinking about almost constantly. It’s absolutely vital for
the maximum success of movement that the sequencing is correct. The kinetic
flow through the body can only be continued to a successful conclusion if the
sequencing is correct.
The best way for you to see this in action is by watching videos of big, whole body
movements like the golf swing...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkZdlYg9UuY#t=33
In this one you can see Tiger Woods taking a swing at a golf ball…if you watch you
can see that the sequencing requires that the hips begin the forward motion before
the arms have completed the backswing. In broad terms if this sequence is out of
sync and the hands initiate the forward swing the swing will be lacking power and
consistency.
How does this relate to running?? Well, try running without moving your arms, if
the sequence of movement is incorrect then running becomes difficult and demands
far more energy.
The Weakest Link
The August StragMag tip described the road to injury recovery, and that it is
accepted that a successful rehabilitation is one that sees you through a season
without a repeat of the injury. However, every injury casts it's shadow, and we are
only as good as the weakest link in our body. For example if you have stretched
ligaments in the ankle, knee or hip the joint will be unstable and only as strong as
the muscles around the joint. Look out for niggles starting elsewhere, a weak ankle
may lead to planta fascitis or calf problems; weak hips may give you knee pain. On
the other hand the old injury site may be dealing with easy running, but can not
cope with higher loads such as running down hill or jumping, which increases force
with which you land to over twice your body weight, as much as eight times
depending of the height of the jump. To reduce the risk of re injury, maintain
strength of muscles around the joint, cross train, and introduce new activities
slowly giving the body time to adapt.
Reach your peak performance with sport and remedial therapy.
Helen Westerby-Cox, Sports Therapist, specialist in.......
Functional assessments and exercise,
Bio-mechanical and muscular imbalances,
Postural problems,
Rehabilitation from injury,
Back and joint mobilization,
Soft tissue massage.

www.helenwesterbycox.com
55 Kelvedon Close, Kingston, Surrey, KT2 5LF, 07950 588231
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Trail de Frison-Roche
Mrs K saw an advert in a local paper. 40km race. 2,700m climbs. My
kind of thing.
A 7.30am start - oof. Gathered in the lovely main square of Beaufort, in
the French Alps, for the start. Off we went and almost immediately
onto a single track path so steep you needed your hands. A few
moments of respite through tiny farming villages, then more mad
climbs.
After more of this nonsense we got to the 10k refreshment stop. Now
we know we're in France - sparking or still water? Paté-en-croûte or
baguette? Dark chocolate, peanuts, purée de pommes. Yum.
Another 10k or so and we're at the highest point of the day - a narrow
crest about 2,300m up overlooking the vast glacial waters of Lac de
Roselend, after a shockingly steep climb of a thousand metres in under
3km. Like climbing a ladder. Then down a shaded bit which has traces
of snow (my road shoes aren't up to this - it's like Lloyd Park - and I fall
five or six times) and to the half way point, and more paté en croûte.
Mmmmm.
Then over an Indiana Jones-style footbridge ober a ravine and up
another ridiculous climb - back up to well over 2000m and the top of the
Arèche ski resort. I'm well placed but the next bit is brutal - straight
down what in winter is a long red run of over 1000m drop; I get
overtaken by nine locals whose piston-like legs are used to this, while I
pick my way gingerly down.
Then in Arèche; nearly there. Soak my cap in the village fountain and
let the icy water run down my back, eat some more paté and onwards.
Another climb, but I am so sick of descents that it feels like blessed
relief. Then the ridiculously steep scree slip down back into Beaufort,
and at last the finish.
Flipping brilliant. We should organise a trip next year.

Peter K
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Great North Run
15th Sept

South of England Road Relays
V60 - 22nd Sept

Time

Name

Time

Name

1.31.25

Steve Cochrane

1.40.09
24.44
25.53
23.43
25.49

Straggs A - 3rd
Duncan Gaskell 8th fastest
Alan Mawdsley
Phil Manly 4th fastest
Steve Sandham

1.48.05

Straggs B - 8th

26.23
28.19

David Worth
Geoff Miles

27.12
26.11

Tim Wood
Alan Purkiss

Ealing Half Marathon
29th Sept
Time

Name

1.29.30

Danny Conyngham

Crystal Palac e Canter
1st Oc t
Time

Name

24:05

Peter Dry

Woking
2nd Oct
Time

Name

20:54

Peter Dry

Richmond Running Festival
Half Marathon - 22nd Sept
Time

Name

1.29.21
2.09.52

Donovan Duffy
Sabine Duffy

Chester Marathon
6th Oc t

Le Chouxfleur 10k
6th Oc t
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Time

Name

2.39.51

Paul Cheetham 13th

3.18.17

Sarah Winter PB 5th F35

3.37.07

Simon Webb

Time

Name

56.42
57.54

Jim Sell
Andrew Wallace

59.29
59.43
1.00.35

Franz Werndle
Nick Walker
Geneviev e Walker

3.37.08

Andrew Lane

3.54.14

Jacquie Millett 2nd F60

4.13.20

John Kipps

1.04.45

Natasha Lobo

4.22.30

Camilla Langlands
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Le Chouxfleur10K De Saint Omer
If you ever want to run a slightly unusual 10K race then this is the one for you.
We set off on Saturday to drive to Saint Omer, the weather was lovely, and after
an early start we arrived at our hotel at lunchtime. The drive from Calais to
Saint Omer couldn’t have been easier and took about 45 mins. so no great
hassle.
The hotel was a 10 minute walk from the town centre and I have to say that I
was pleasantly surprised in that the town was bigger and more attractive than I
had imagined. The Saturday market was great with lots of fruit and vegetables.
It was great sitting out in the sun having a lazy French lunch when a group of
people walked past that looked vaguely familiar. Andrew and his party had
caught a later Shuttle and having just arrived, were looking for a snack. You
always have to remember that in France their meal times are quite strict so you
have to find a restaurant before 2 p.m.
For anyone interested, after lunch, we wandered around to see more of the town
and were surprised to find some really great shops, pity I didn’t have more time
to do some clothes shopping, perhaps another time. So for anyone who is
interested in running a 10K and combining it with some retail therapy Saint
Omer is the place to visit.
One of Jim’s fellow students, in his French class, had recommended visiting La
Coupole which is just outside Saint Omer. It is where Werner von Braun’s V2
Rocket was finalized and launched. It is a series of tunnels and areas dug out of
the rock with a huge concrete dome covering it. Apart from information about
the V2 it was also about the build up to this invention and how the Nazis used
concentration camp labour to dig the tunnels, build the railway tracks and put
together the components of the rocket.
In the evening we all met up at a restaurant in the centre of Saint Omer, so it
was a good opportunity to catch up with everyone who was on the trip – Jackie
and Les, Caroline and John, Nick (a friend of Andrew), Franz, Andrew and his
daughter Gen and a friend of hers Natasha.
Next morning we headed out to the start as Andrew had to collect the race
numbers as they were issued only on the morning of the race. There were about
400-500 participants, quite a few from Belgium but I didn’t near many English
voices. It is probably the only race that I have entered where the square where
you start and finish is set up as a market with masses of produce, very fresh
and it all looked great, fruit juices, honey, fruit and veg. and lots more.
Eventually most people were ready as it was supposed to start at 10.30 a.m. but
the announcer kept saying that it would start in a few minutes. So when
runners started moving under the starting arch (or so we assumed) we thought
that this must be the beginning. Then I wasn’t sure so I didn’t start my watch
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but when people starting jogging I decided that as we passed the church this
must be the start line so set my watch. I did think it a bit strange that there
hadn’t been a gun or hooter to start us off, then we got round the corner and a
gun went off!! So according to me I ran a bit more than 10K!
The start of the race was very slow as it was a narrow road with everyone
squashed in. Then it widened out and it was lovely running past fields of
cabbages, cauliflowers and other vegetables. We ran over lots of bridges – I
assumed running beside a canal that it would be a flat course, well yes it was
but some of the bridges were quite high as the barges have to go under them. It
also turned out to be quite warm with the temperature in the mid 20s. As Jim
mentioned there weren’t any fun runners, there were quite a lot of club runners
with their club T-shirts and some very fast runners.
Having gone out up and down both sides of the canal we came back into the
outskirts of the town and then round some more fields with horses not cabbages
this time. After 9K I heard a band so thought that I must be getting close. Well
it certainly helped to get me going for the last few hundred metres of the race.
Apart from the brass band, all very smartly dressed in their black and red
uniforms, there was a procession of all the dignitaries – the locals do say that
the area is the Vegetable Growing Capital of France (for good reason) – some
dressed with cauliflower type hats and green gowns/cloaks, some dressed in
hessian cloaks with hessian hats decorated with vegetables (I don’t think that
they were real) and carrying very smart looking onions, potatoes, celeriac and
other vegetables and others in other costumes – by this time I was so bemused
and also thinking about my time that I didn’t really take on board the other
vegetable costumes that were parading.
I got to the finish ahead of the procession - if I hadn’t that would really have
ruined my time – and was met by Jim who did a very good time. As usual the
French are really well organized for post race snacks – water, Coke, raisins,
bananas and, yes you guessed it, vegetable soup that was very good. Well it
had to be made from all those lovely vegetables.
There were punts lined up along the canal, beside the finish area, selling
wonderful looking vegetables. In the end I thought that I couldn’t run the
cauliflower race and not come back with a cauliflower or two. Even the trophies
were golden cauliflowers.
Then the presentations started so, although we had to get out of the hotel
promptly, we thought that we would stay and watch them. Wrong, not for the
runners that was secondary , it was for the vegetables with long speeches from
all the cauliflower people standing up on the stage, sampling the vegetables. So
we decided to leave as it was going to take ages to get to the race trophies There
were spots prizes of your weight in cauliflowers, we weren’t sure that we
wanted to run the risk of having to try and stuff all those cauliflowers into the
Mini.
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Richmond
Ev311 - 12/10

M alco lm Fletcher
M artin P o well

Ev 478 - 24/08
21:07
27:13

Congratulations to all the indicated runners who improved
on their race bests at the local parkruns.
In what has been a quiet month congratulations to Anthony
Jackson (Bushy Park Ev 484) and to Adam Hughes
(Kingston Ev 184 and 185) for their first places and to
Simon Ford (Banstead Wood Ev 331) for his second place.

I don’t think that I have ever seen anyone
looking so proud as the man in his onion outfit
clutching a string of beautifully polished red
onions, sitting in the front row of the
dignitaries.
None of us could imagine such a display of
pride in their vegetables in this country.
Yes, we did smile at the display of real and
costume vegetables but when you think about
it the French are very proud of and hold their
farmers in high esteem.
Anyway a big thank you to Andrew for
organizing the weekend, it turned out to be a
more interesting and quirky weekend than I
had envisaged and I did enjoy the run as did
Jim.
By the way if you want to see photos of the
cauliflower people Jackie took some photos.
Merran (first female Straggler, well only
female Straggler) and Jim (first Straggler).

Merran

Bushy
B ert Kidwell
M artin Smith
Viv Ro o t

24;10
31:53
38:14

Ev 479 - 31/08
Sarah O'Co nnell
Rachel Lo nergan
M artin Smith
Do nald B ell

20:18
24:20
31:04
33:12

Ev 483 - 28/09
Jo natho n Ormero d
Nick Ro we
A ndy Ro utledge
Kim Evans
Emily Cartwright

17:23
19:13
21:08
24:45
25:33

Ev 484 - 05/10
Do no van Duffy
Vaughan Ho wells
Kim Evans
M artin P o well
Francesca Tho mas
Jeremy To dd
M artin Smith

19:03
20:48
24:19
26:13
27:57
28:50
29:56

Ev 485 - 12/10
A ndy Ro utledge
David Wo rth
M indy Sawhney

20:47
20:53
26:07

Kingston
Ev 183 - 28/09
Timo thy Hawkins
Jo hn Ro o t

21:25
27:44

Ev 184 - 05/10
A dam Hughes

18:34

Ev 185 - 12/10
Helen Nance

24:16
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Challenge 262
In approx 8 months time I will line up with 14 other crazy and slightly mad runners, as
we attempt to run 10 Marathons over 10 consecutive days around Lake Windermere.
The event itself is the Brathay 10 in 10 and it was this May that I travelled up to run the
Windermere Marathon and bumped into 15 runners all about to complete their 10th
Marathon in 10 days. I was in awe of what I experienced and on the drive home knew
that I had to take part in the 2014 event.
The Windermere Marathon is well known as one of the UK's toughest courses with
some significant up and downs along the 26.2 mile course. The thought of running the
same course over 10 consecutive days certainly fills me with fear at the simple
unknown of covering 262 miles in the 10 days. I completed the Windermere Marathon
in May of this year in 4 hrs and found the course simply stunning (if not a touch hilly)
not quite what I get to experience running around along the Thames on my Training
runs.
I have been running Marathons since 1993 and over that Period I have completed
approx 65 Marathons/ Ultras, the highlight completing the Comrades Ultra Marathon
90km in 1995. I wouldn't call myself a Marathon junkie but I certainly love the feeling
of running over the 26.2 mile distance and as a result I have been lucky enough to visit
many parts of the world whilst running in various Marathons.
The remainder of 2013 will be a busy one with 5 Marathons/ Ultras in the calendar up
to Xmas and I will use these to build up my base endurance level. As of Jan 2014 the
hard work will really start with double Marathons every week throughout Jan, Feb and
March.
Last weekend I travelled up to Nottingham to run in the Marathon and was pleased
with my 4.02 finishing time after returning back to running after a 6 week lay off due
to a freak accident tearing some tendons in my lower back. This weekend I travel up to
Leicester to run in the Marathon and 2 weeks later see's myself and my partner
Caroline run the Stort 30 Ultra. One more Marathon in November see's us tackle the
Cornish Marathon and then down to Portsmouth on the 22nd December to run my last
Marathon of 2013.
In January to April 2014 I have scheduled to run 15-20 Marathons/Ultras in the build
up to the 10 in 10 as almost every weekend will have a double or Ultra scheduled in.
Over the first weekend of February I am scheduled to run the Thames Trot 50 miler
which last year was affected badly by flooding so this year I am hoping for a slightly
dryer course. There will be a weekend trip up to Bolton to run the Bolton Hill Double
Marathon over the Sat and Sun which I know will be an incredibly tough course run
twice over the 2 days gulp....
I have decided that my strength work over the years has been poor so I have decided to
take on a Personal Trainer to support this area of definite weakness. I will also be
finding time to use my local Pool to take some of the strain of my joints with some
recovery swimming over the coming months. I am also now using a personal Physio to
help with massage and recovery/nutrition as again this has been an area that I have
lacked focus on previously.
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I am always seeking new ways to train for these long distances and if anybody out
there has got any advice I would love to hear from you.
I hope to bump into many of you fellow Stragglers over the coming months on our
Training runs and if you see a guy running towards you with a 10 Marathons in 10
days printed on his running top then give me a wave or a hello. I quite often can be
found running around Bushy & Richmond Parks as well as along the Thames from
Hampton Court to Richmond way.
So as I venture into the unknown I hope to stay fit and well and hopefully will be able
to blog again to give a full update of how the training is going in preparation.
My Just Giving Website is www.justgiving.com/paul-mason262 and if any of you can
help please do go on and donate.
Many thanks
Regards

Paul

Round Norfolk Relay
The Stragglers team came 22nd out of 54 in the 2013 Round Norfolk Relay, a
position we were very happy with considering a couple of late alterations to the
team due to injury.
The headline from this year was Richard Baggot, making his RNR debut,
securing a rare Stragglers stage win.
It always seems unfair to single out individuals when the objective is for the
team to get the baton round, but a few are worth highlighting.
Hannah Storm got the rough end of the weather, being the only participant to
run in rain – lots of rain. This made her stage even tougher, already its 16 miles
including stretches running on beach.
Our other RNR debutant Bonnie Whang ran quicker than expected on an
equally tough stage, 14 miles, much of it off road.
Both Hannah and Bonnie were using Norfolk for marathon training – Bonnie
has already run a personal best in Berlin – Hannah and Terry Smith are due to
run in York this month.
Another to use RNR for marathon training was Phil Davies. At short notice he
moved from an 11 mile stage to one almost double that – 20.06 miles, the
longest stage in the relay.
Tom Wood, carrying an ankle knock, still achieved 8th place on his 10 mile
stage. Simon Brazil came 9th on his 13.25 mile leg – which began at 4 AM.
For those who haven’t done it, RNR is unlike Welsh Castles or Green Belt in
that it’s a continuous relay, rather than a collection of individual races.
Beginning and ending in Kings Lynn, it circles the county of Norfolk, taking in
coastal paths by day.
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It passes through the towns of Hunstanton, Cromer and Sherringham. In the
latter for the past two years RNR has clashed with a world war II re-enactment
weekend, so runners mingle with people in British and German army uniforms
and pubs offer authentic 1940s meals which sounds like basic food in small
portions, so not something to get any of us through the door.
We end the day time section of the race at Great Yarmouth, which for now we’ll
politely refer to as ‘a classic British seaside town’. We arrived too late for a go on
the ghost train and on the wrong night to se Roy Chubby Brown at the local
theatre. It’s golden mile gambling strip, with names like Golden Nugget and
Flamingo didn’t look to be struggling under the weight of high demand.
By night the roads are good for running, long, straight and, for the most part
flat. Counting roadkill is one way of passing the time on some of the longer
stages.
It’s ideal for autumn marathon preparation, 6 of the 17 on the 2013 team used it
as part of their training.
With the shortest stage around 5.5 miles, this is an event suitable for all
comers.
The night legs provide a unique running experience, the coastal legs give an
opportunity for running quite different from that which we’re used to.
And once the race is run, it’s all back to our accommodation for the excellent
BBQ – this year eaten in doors as the rain made it’s return, and, for those who
stay until Monday, the village pub has become the traditional end to an always
enjoyable event.
2013 Round Norfolk Relay team:
Hannah Storm, Bonnie Whang, Ingrid Wagner, Ramona Thevenet, Nick
Goodchild, Dave Venter, Sian Buckingham, Andrew Lane, Dave Olson, Phil
Davies, Simon Webb, Nigel Rothwell, Simon Brazil, Richard Baggot, Tom Wood,
Mark Pattinson and Terry Smith.
Cyclist: Andy Penty
Team support: Pat and Alan Short and Dave Griffiths – their efforts greatly
appreciated.
Round Norfolk Relay 2014 takes place over the weekend of 20th and 21st
September. We won’t be beginning to put the team together for a few months
yet, but if you’d like to add your name to the list of interested people please
email simonwebb@tiscali.co.uk

Simon
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